event schedule

monday Schedule
6:00am :: pre-event penguining with Jenn Vazquez
anyone want to kickoff this experience with some light exercise? we’ve
got you covered.
7:00 :: registration
arrive a little early to get in some more hugs and score the best seats.
8:00am :: #bbfest welcome and day one rundown
Annie P. Ruggles will open the event as only she can and give us a
rundown of what we can expect for the day ahead.
8:15am :: mini workshop #1 :: how to get out of your own way with
Coach Jennie learn how the negative inner critic is squandering your
potential and sabotaging your success. conquer the four BS beliefs of
“Hilda” so that you can stop diminishing your brilliance & badassery!
8:45am :: unconference agenda setting
participants co-create the agenda through facilitated brainstorming and
voting - very democratic like. then the most popular agenda topics are
broken out (think: breakout sessions) and facilitated through candid,
vibrant, open discussions (that are a helluva lot more effective than a
string of endless PowerPoint presentations, trust us).

brilliance

9:30am :: unconference round one
breakout session time using the first batch of agenda topics we just
agreed upon. we’ll assign notetakers at each discussion space to make
sure the conversation stays focused, productive, and instigates
brilliance & badassery.

10:15am :: break time + penguining
during breaks, you’ll have time to network, refresh your coffee, check
your email, or go to the restroom...and as we get restarted, we will also
do a quick stretch break led by Jenn Vazquez of Purple Penguin Fitness something we like to call "penguining."
10:45am :: unconference round two
same as before, but with the next batch of agenda topics
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11:30am :: unstuck + unstoppable demo and instructions
while the unconference rounds give you the opportunity to learn from
and contribute to important conversations, we also want to provide you
with the opportunity to get tangible, specific, hardcore support and
input on something that’s got you stuck. so, before we break for lunch,
we are going to demonstrate how this process works. then we will pass
out your lunchtime assignment - crafting your two-minute script.
12pm-1:30pm :: lunch on your own
and/or 1:00-1:30 :: coaching on your two-minute scripts
1:30pm :: unstuck + unstoppable masterminding
this Coach Jennie signature process is designed for you to ask your
fellow participants for their specific, in-the-moment help to, you
guessed it, keep you unstuck + unstoppable! this is your opportunity to
share a challenge, idea, or situation that you are currently noodling and
borrow some genius from the braintrust of this ridiculously talented
community. and since you’ll be returning the favor to the other people
at your table, it’s also a specific and tangible way to help your fellow
participants conquer challenges and seize opportunities.
2:30pm :: mini workshop #2 :: share what you know & make money
doing it!
Tamsen Horton will share some bite-sized and jam-packed inspiration
and practical step-by-step guidance on how monetizing what you know
is as easy as making a pb&j sandwich.

3:30pm :: unconference round three
same as in the morning, but with the next batch of agenda topics.
4:15pm :: mini workshop #3 :: choosing and committing to your
brilliance
we’ve spent all day stirring up new ideas. now it’s time to make some
choices and prioritize our next big thing. Annie P. Ruggles will help us
do just that so we can get magnificent sh*t done on day two!

brilliance

3:00pm :: break time + penguining

4:45pm-5:00pm :: #workfam day one wrap-up
before we break for the evening, the #workfam (aka the co-creators of
this event) will lead a whole group discussion on lessons learned from
day one.
monday evening on your own check the Chicago guide for great ideas!

tuesday Schedule

8:00am :: welcome + day two rundown
Annie P. Ruggles will once again get our day started by recapping day
one and give us a rundown of what we can expect for day two’s
activities.
8:15am :: mini workshop #4 :: fitdamentals for solopreneurs
building on the penguining from day one, Jenn Vazquez will share some
tips and lessons for healthy eating, motivation, and fitness that every
entrepreneur needs to know. she makes fitness and self-care simple
and convenient...and most importantly, fun.
8:45am :: unconference round four
you know the drill by now. let’s have one more round of breakout
conversations.
9:30am :: break time + penguining
10:30am :: button up your business panel discussion
might your biz need a little support on the more technical bits? do you
have what it takes to be an entrepreneur? whether you need to up your
game on money and systems (Carrie Smith Nicholson), legal (Tamsen
Horton), or sales (Annie P. Ruggles), we’ve got you covered. these three
powerhouse women will share their top tips for upgrading your biz in
each of their zones of genius.

12:00pm :: lunch break on your own

badassery

11:00am :: button up your business small group workshops
think of this as a whole group jam session, complete with co-working
and support galore. it's time to get your brilliance out of your head and
into the world.

1:00pm :: so you wanna... (a visibility panel)
so perhaps you wanna become a self-published author? or a book your
first speaking gig? or start a podcast? or become the next YouTube
sensation? we’ve assembled a panel of participants who will share their
experiences and lessons learned as they forged their way into these
new paths to visibility...and then we will break into smaller group
workshops where you can pick their brains about your next big thing.

1:45pm :: small group AMAs
this would be the picking their brains part. these conversations will be a
lot like the unconference discussions, but with a specific focus on
shortening the learning curve to maximum visibility.
2:30pm :: break time + penguining dance party
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3:00pm :: brilliance & badassery action planning session
we want to make sure that everything you just learned doesn’t get left
inside your notebook collecting dust until the next time you attend
#bbfest. day two is all about action! your workfam will lead you through
our Brilliance & Badassery Action Planning Process and then break up
into five groups to do the actual action planning.
3:30pm :: action planning small groups
the aforementioned actual action planning.
4:15pm :: mini workshop #5 :: following through on badassery
we’ve spent this second day committing to your newfound badassery.
now it’s time to build in the systems and accountability you will need to
follow through. Annie P. Ruggles returns to help you double down.
4:45pm-5:00pm :: #workfam day two wrap-up
before we end our time together, the #workfam will come back
together once more to lead a whole group discussion of lessons learned
from the entire event. we may cry a little, but we promise to not sing
kum-bah-yah or anything like that.

optional extras!

badassery

5:00pm :: taco party!
this should speak for itself, but... feast on a local taco truck's delicacies
in the comfort of our venue - it'll be parked right outside! it's time to
partake in some local flavor and celebrate our individual and collective
brilliance & badassery. stick around after the event for some tacos,
guac, and laughter.

sunday evening :: welcome #workfam! merriment & cocktails
the least stressful or pretentious reception you'll ever attend. details to
be announced soon.

wednesday :: optional field trip in Chicago
since most of us don’t live in Chicago and only get there once in a blue
moon, we want to see the sights! plus, we know we'll want more time
together after #bbfest, right? our local Chicagoan, Annie P. Ruggles, has
invited us to tag along to see some Chicago highlights, including a group
photo in front of that giant bean. if you’d like to join us, we will have a
sign up at the conference with more details.

